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Quantum computers promise
to bring disruptive advantages
to many industries.
While some technology reports point out this technology
is not yet ready to outperform digital computers
on real-life applications, there are applications that
have the potential to showcase quantum processors
outperforming digital computers and providing
accelerated benefits when combining classical and
quantum systems in a hybrid form. For all of these
applications, quantum computers could bring such
disruptive operational advantage, but also substantial
threats to national security, that they can no longer be
ignored.
Government organisations should start considering those
opportunities and threats from quantum computers
today to ensure they are not left behind tomorrow. This
specific technology is so fundamentally different and the
risks are so high, that some initial steps should be taken
as soon as possible.
BAE Systems is a global leader in helping government
organisations to assess and deploy a broad range of new
and emerging technologies. For quantum computing,
we collaborate with service providers such as D-Wave,
while in security we collaborate with SMEs such as KETS
Quantum Security to provide advisory services to support
customer thinking in this new field. In this white paper,
we present considerations on the application of quantum
computing that should be addressed early and how
BAE Systems can help.
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Government organisations should start
considering those opportunities and
threats from quantum computers today...

What should government organisations be doing about Quantum Computers?

”

What are Quantum Computers?
Quantum computers are computational machines built using quantum mechanical systems such as superconducting
junctions, ions or photonics technologies. Because the hardware is a quantum system, its behaviour is described by
quantum physics and it manifests quantum phenomena. By using quantum computers, it will eventually be possible
to (efficiently) outperform classical supercomputers on certain classes of computational problems. Exploiting quantum
phenomena of superposition and entanglement, quantum computers can perform operations and algorithms that are not
possible for classical computers:
Superposition – where a qubit (the equivalent of bits for digital computers) is in a linear combination of its state 0 and
1. Since the state can simultaneously be both 0 and 1, the number of possible states scales as 2n where n is the number
of qubits. So for 50 qubits, there are more possible states than that of a supercomputer, and for 300 there are more states
than atoms in the universe.
Entanglement – quantum states of a qubit that cannot be defined independently of other qubits. This means performing
actions or measurements on a system where multiple qubits are entangled will cause changes to other qubits in the
system.
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Classical Computing

Quantum Computing

Bit
Only one or zero states are possible.
Calculation use binary arithmetic

Qubit
Linear combinations of up and down are allowed.
Evolution is described by quantum mechanics

Transistors
Classical computers are built using
silicon based technology i.e. transistors

Quantum systems
Quantum Computers use different quantum systems
such superconducting junctions, ions or photons

What are the main type of quantum computers?
There are many different types of quantum computers, but the main two in development today are quantum circuit
models, and adiabatic quantum computers.
Circuit Models – Collections of quantum logical gates. The gates are analogous to digital logical gates, which act on
qubits allowing manipulation of the quantum states. The aim is to control and manipulate the evolution of quantum
states over time.
Adiabatic – Gradually changing the conditions allowing the system to adapt its configuration. The solution is brought
about by finding the minimum energy solution to the system. By slowly transforming the system from a known minimum
energy, to a representation of the problem, the system should remain in the minimum state and describe the solution.
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Leverage on government and
private investments is essential
The worldwide technological advancement of commercial quantum computers achieved over the last 7
years (2015 - 2022) has been remarkable and has overcome many expectations. This development has only
been possible thanks to government and private investment. During this period, the total UK government
investment in quantum computing and quantum technologies has been of about £1B and has contributed
to success of the National Quantum Technology Programme (NQTP) and the establishment of a National
Quantum Computing Centre (NQCC). Future development of the technology strongly relies on the organic
growth of the whole ecosystems and supply chains that include SMEs, quantum computing suppliers and
prime systems integrators. Government organisations should leverage as much as possible on this progress
and should stimulate continued collaboration. Moreover, the development of a national pool of resources with
relevant skills will also be crucial to accelerate progress and shape developing markets. On the other hand, the
development of common standards for the quantum technologies shouldn’t be influenced by few actors for
their commercial interest.
Government organisations should engage with the national emerging ecosystem of quantum computing
companies as much as possible. Initial actions should include:
1.

Assess quantum computing opportunities and the benchmark of the technology, which should be done
in collaboration with national partners, SME and start-ups to leverage on progress and stimulate the
ecosystem.

2.

The development of national resources with quantum computing skills should be performed in parallel
with the development of the underlying technology (both in the private and public sector). This is
essential to ensure the nation will be ready to make use of this technology when it will eventually become
mainstream.

3.

Engage with the development of common standards and to do what is possible to stop a single nation or
industrial organisation influencing the standards, purely for their own commercial or strategic benefit.

Why is it so difficult to build a quantum computer?
Reliable calculations on quantum computers depend on the ability to preserve the status of qubits during operations.
However, as quantum computers are built on quantum mechanical systems they are quite difficult to “isolate” from
environmental effects (noise/ heat/ vibration). A solution for reliable calculations are the error correction algorithms
in which one logical qubit of information is encoded in multiple physical qubits. However in order to use such error
correction methods for real applications, we would require quantum computers with 100 thousands to 1 billion qubits.
Achieving these results would make it possible to take advantage of all applications of a universal quantum computer.

What does quantum supremacy mean?
Quantum supremacy is where a quantum computer is able to outperform the best classical supercomputer at one task.
In 2019, researchers at Google claimed that their 53 qubits “Sycamore” machine was able to process a specific random
number generation algorithm in 200 seconds when it would have taken 10,000 years to perform the same calculation for
the state-of-the-art supercomputer.¹

¹ Arute, F., Arya, K., Babbush, R. et al. Quantum supremacy using a programmable superconducting processor. Nature 574, 505–510 (2019).
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Identify where quantum computing will
be disruptive (and where not)
Many quantum computing algorithms are, in theory, able to solve problems that are not practical to solve with classical computers
(due to the resources required). However, it is not yet completely clear for which specific applications those algorithms will be useful in
the short term and which ones in the long term. For example, the pharmaceutical industry has been able to identify some algorithms
that will bring short-term substantial improvement and speed-up in drug discovery and simulations at the molecular-level. However,
applications in government, defence and national security are yet to be fully identified. One promising example, currently being
explored by the UK Ministry of Defence, includes the application of quantum computing for the enhancement of machine learning
methods that could be utilised for image recognition in intelligence.²
Early investment in the identification and demonstration of those use cases will be crucial. Today, many service providers offer access
to quantum computers over the cloud and it is easy to start simple experimentation with limited resources. Individual government
organisations should take this opportunity and start the identification of those use cases specifically relevant to them. Initial actions to
get started in this journey should include:
1.

Assess potential applications to identify where quantum computers could add value (and where they will not) in the context of
their specific mission.

2.

Ensure a clear identification of the operational advantages for each application before the technology becomes widely available.

3.

Understand how they could be deployed (including wider technology and systems engineering considerations) and by when, via
the development of clear roadmaps.

4.

Initiate simple demonstration programmes to validate the business benefits of those applications.

Prepare response to security threats from
quantum computers
Quantum computers will eventually be able to break the public key encryption algorithms in use today. These algorithms form an
essential part of the security that underpins much of the internet, finance, and telecommunications. Encrypted information stored
today by adversaries could be decrypted when quantum computers become available. This concept of ‘harvest now, decrypt later’ may
apply to various domains of government security. One mechanism to overcome threats posed by quantum computing is to implement
Post Quantum Cryptographic Algorithms (PQC). PQC uses novel mathematical methods that cannot easily be broken by quantum
computers, and runs on existing computers. Those methods are currently being standardised by various agencies; for example the
NIST standards will be available before 2024. Other alternative methods for quantum secured communication include the use of
emerging quantum technologies. A few of those methods are currently being explored by academia and industry at various levels of
maturity such as for example: quantum key distribution, quantum secure direct communications and the quantum internet.
The threats posed by quantum computers to encryption should be considered real and organisations should start preparing now to
overcome them, especially as the timelines to update current communications to be quantum-safe could be as long as 10-15 years.
1.

Assess the data stored and communicated with encryption, its sensitivity and whether the methods used are vulnerable to
quantum computers. A clear view of the data estate and its vulnerabilities is essential to assess and respond to risks

2.

Adoption of PQC algorithms should be considered when international standards are available.

3.

Alternative quantum secure methods should be considered for some specific applications. Use cases should be assessed to
identify where these methods could have benefits (and where they do not).

4.

Initiate early proof of concept demonstrations to demonstrate which quantum security technology could be most suitable for
those use cases.

² Middleton, A., Till, S., Quantum Information Processing Landscape 2020: Prospects for UK Defence and Security. Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (2020).
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Types of quantum computing service providers?
The last few years have seen the rise of a growing number of companies offering a variety of solutions across the quantum
computing tech stack. Quantum computer service providers offer solutions that range from hardware to software,
with some also offering end-to-end solutions. The diagram below gives a simplified representation of the complexity
available from basic hardware to cloud-based control platforms. Similarly to the trends on supercomputers, most of the
main companies are trying to offer end-to-end cloud-based access to quantum computer resources. Some of the biggest
service providers are already able to offer cloud access to fully managed services from one or many hardware providers on
the same platform.

Quantum Computing Tech Stack

Service Providers

Software

Control platforms

Algorithms

Software
Providers

Programming languages

Hardware

End-to-end
Providers
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What have we already learned so far
We have developed a solid track record in helping multiple customers assess how new and emerging technologies (including quantum
computing) can be applied to become more competitive. From this privileged position, we are able to leverage on our broad range of
learnings. Amongst others:
•

Understanding where quantum computing can add value is as important as where it doesn’t. Quantum computing will never
fully replace digital computers, since the latter will still perform better on specific tasks, and having a clear picture of the specific
applications that may be relevant to quantum is essential. This enables an organisation to specifically focus its resources on those
that are the most likely to have added benefits. Indeed, we believe the future will comprise hybrid solutions/systems that integrate
the best of classical and quantum processors to solve the most challenging problems.

•

Knowing the limits of current technologies should be the starting point. For each candidate application of quantum computers,
organisations should start by assessing the limitations of the current technologies before trying to understand where quantum
computers can add value. Moreover, the different systems have different benefits. For example, quantum annealers are best for
optimization problems where gate-based systems are better for simulations of quantum systems.

•

Having a clear problem definition is key. It is essential to clearly define a hypothesis of an application of quantum computers to a
specific business goal. Even though the technology is not yet ready to deliver the full benefits, some hypotheses may be tested now
with relatively small resources by demonstration runs on quantum computers in the cloud. Running simple demonstrations early
could be quite powerful to prove or disprove a hypothesis before committing to large investments.

How can BAE Systems help
At BAE Systems, we provide technology consultancy on quantum computing for government and commercial organisations. In our
approach, we combine our mission-centric attitude with security expertise to deliver the right results. On quantum computing, we
leverage on our depth of resources, on our partners and on our relationships across commercial and academic SMEs.
For our customers we offer consulting services based on how they apply new technologies that make the difference to their missions.
We work with organisations to:
•

Understand the applications of quantum computing and assess its potential impact on their mission

•

Understand how organisations can most effectively implement those capabilities and by when

•

Test the applications of quantum computing to identifying the business benefits

•

Understand which quantum systems is best to use based upon individual problems

Quantum technology service providers and SMEs we collaborate with include
D-Wave is the leader in the development and delivery of quantum computing systems, software, and services, is the world’s first
commercial supplier of annealing quantum computers and the only company developing both annealing and gate-model quantum
computing.
KETS Quantum Security is an award winning start-up delivering chip-based quantum-safe security solutions to protect critical data
from all advanced computer attacks based on its pioneering, world first demonstrations.
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nations and businesses around the world from advanced threats.
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